
                           

Dear ENRU Hippology Team Coaches: 

On behalf of the Eastern National 4-H Horse Roundup hippology contest committee specifically, and the 
Eastern National 4-H Horse Roundup management committee as a whole, I regret to inform you that an error 
in tabulation of the judging portion of the hippology contest has been brought to light.  The ENRU hippology 
committee has done a thorough review of the inquiry we received and we have reached the following 
conclusions.   

1. Two opposing sets of instructions for the judging phase were given to the hippology contestants.  Prior 
to leaving the contest room for the judging arena, contestants were told that the first performance class 
they judged should be marked as class three while the second performance class they judged should 
be marked as class four.  Once at the arena the judging contest committee announced that, due to a 
missing horse and rider, the performance class order-of-go was being changed, resulting in 
performance classes being judged out of order.  In other words, the first performance class seen was to 
be marked as class four and the second performance class seen was to be marked as class three.   

2. The officials for the judging classes were conveyed back to our tabulation staff based on the actual 
order-of-go.  Therefore, as the printed results you received clearly indicate, scores were tabulated with 
Tennessee Walking Horses as class three and western pleasure as class four.   

3. The hippology committee has been able to confirm that some teams followed the contest room set of 
directions while others followed the arena set of directions.  As a result, correcting the error is not as 
straightforward as simply flip-flopping the official cuts and placings for the two performance classes and 
retabulating the results.  For those contestants that followed the contest room instructions (mark first 
performance class seen as class 3…) the announced and distributed results are correct.  For those that 
followed the instructions given in the arena, the original results are incorrect. 
 

Per the decision of the full ENRU management committee, we have retabulated the contest with western 
pleasure as class three and Tennessee Walkers as class four (see attached).  These results correct the scores 
for the youth that followed the arena instructions, but now make the scores incorrect for those that followed the 
contest room set of instructions.  As a result, neither set of results is completely accurate for the entire group of 
hippology contestants for either individuals or teams in both the judging phase and overall.  As there is no way 
to truly determine which teams (or which contestants within a team) followed contest room instructions or 
arena instructions, the management committee feels it is important to provide this new set of results so the 
contestants who followed the arena set of instructions can know how they scored on those two classes; 
however, the decision was made to forego re-awarding ribbons.  
 

Each year all of us on the ENRU hippology committee strive to provide a quality contest the youth can both 
enjoy and learn from.  Not only do we deeply regret that this error occurred, but also that there is no way to 
clearly and completely correct it.  We have developed several new procedures to ensure that this type of error 
does not happen again.  However, we realize that changing things for the future is small consolation for the 
2012 contestants. Nevertheless, we certainly hope that you and your team understand that sometimes, even 
with the best of efforts, mistakes happen and that you will accept our sincere apologies. 
 

Sincerely, 
 

Debra J. Hagstrom 
ENRU Hippology Contact 








































